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Abstract. Ecological Niche Modeling (ENM) is a branch of biology that
uses algorithms to predict the distribution of species in a geographic area
on the basis of a numerical representation of their preferred habitat and
environment. Algorithmic maps can be produced for suitable or native
habitats and require a review by human experts. During the review oper-
ation biologists use their knowledge about a species to modify the maps.
They usually take algorithmic maps as starting point in the review. In
this paper we provide a methodology for biologists to use the automatic
maps as references also during and after the review process. Our approach
is based on a comparison between the reviewed map and two systems: an
expert system and a Feed Forward Neural Network. Furthermore we sug-
gest an evaluation procedure of the quality of the environmental features
used as training set, for assessing the models reliability.
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1 Introduction

The term Ecological Niche Modeling (ENM) refers to a set of methods that use
algorithms to predict the distribution of species in a geographic area. ENM tech-
niques focus on a numerical representation of a species habitat, which should be
complete and made up of independent variables. Several approaches have been
used for this task, ranging from physiological to mathematical models [16]. Re-
sults are usually produced in the form of GIS heat maps, where a color gradient
represents a range of probabilities and hotter colors correspond with higher prob-
abilities. These maps can be generated by automatic procedures using different
kinds of approaches [15]. Automatically generated maps are usually reviewed by
a biologist in order to correct inconsistencies. The biologist uses his/her knowl-
edge about the species to make little corrections or to completely redesign the
distribution map. Such corrections can consist of adjusting models parameters
or in manually editing distribution values.

In this article, we propose a methodology that can help biologists in dis-
covering gaps in their knowledge when reviewing a map. They can investigate



inconsistencies and revise some assumptions made during a review. Furthermore,
the method proposes statistical analysis techniques for validating the quality of
the map. The method has been applied to marine species. It is based on a com-
parison between the reviewed map and two systems: an automatically generated
distribution based on Feed Forward Neural Networks, and an expert system
(Aquamaps [12]) for marine species distribution prediction. A features process-
ing technique, based on Principal Component Analysis, is then used for assessing
the reliability of the models and consequently of the reviewed map.

In Section 2 we report an overview of common approaches for producing
species maps. In Section 3 we describe the methodology and propose an example
of application. In Section 4 we draw the conclusions.

2 Overview

Ecological Niche Modeling is usually a complex and iterative process including
[8]: (i) identification of relevant data, (ii) modeling, (iii) projection of predictions
onto a geographic space. The first step is crucial and usually involves the identi-
fication of environmental features related to species preferences. In this paper we
don’t focus on features selection as our method is applied after the projection
step. For what regards modeling, techniques are usually based on occurrence
records (presence points), i.e. places where the species has been observed in its
habitat. Some approaches need even to use absence points, i.e. locations where
the environment is considered unsuitable for a species [9]. Models need represen-
tative occurrence data and independent and complete environmental parameters.
These possibly give robustness and reliability to the models [11,8]. The choice of
a suitable modeling technique for a specific scenario is not trivial. There is not a
general pattern to follow when designing an ENM experiment: each species can
be specific in terms of habitat and presence/absence information. In [8] the au-
thors report several applications and eventually indicate possible directions for
producing robust models. Such directions involve (i) improvement of methods
for modeling presence-only data, (ii) accounting for biotic interactions and (iii)
assessing model uncertainty. Similar advices come from the BAM diagram for
Biotic Interactions described in [17]. Other issues involve the choice of the kind of
modeling technique to apply: a model could try to explicitly catch the behavior of
a species and its physiological limits and tolerances [4] (mechanistic approaches).
Otherwise it could automatically extract the correlations between the environ-
mental features vectors and the species presence (correlative approaches) [16].
In our methodology a scientist is suggested to use a particular algorithm for
simulating the opinion of another biologist on the reviewed map. This algorithm
uses a partial mechanistic approach that involves expert knowledge about the
species. On the other side we use a correlative technique for generating maps
according to different inputs sets.



2.1 ENM Algorithms: Aquamaps and Feed Forward Neural
Networks

Several tools allow scientists to produce maps by applying Niche Modeling al-
gorithms [19,5]. In [16] a big collection of techniques is presented along with the
kind of scenarios these should be applied to. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs),
in particular, have demonstrated to gain high performances when absence and
presence points are available for the species to model. ANNs implement a cor-
relative approach as they try to automatically simulate the probability for a
species given certain environmental conditions. Also other models, like SVMs,
have gained very good results in ENM [7], but we chose to rely on the advices
in [16] and to use ANNs in our method at first stage.

In [18] the authors report a comparison among the most used correlative
approaches applied to some marine species of commercial and scientific interest.
Among these, the Aquamaps algorithm [13,12] is a presence-only species model,
that allows the incorporation of expert knowledge about the species habitat.
The Aquamaps distributions are generated using information about species pref-
erences on environmental properties like depth, salinity, temperature, primary
production, distance from land and sea ice concentration. Maps are produced
at 0.5 degrees resolution. The expert knowledge is used in modeling the habitat
parameters and the species preferences. The environmental features values are
manually edited before applying the model, then a trapezoidal function is traced
for each of them. This function represents the species ‘preferred’ values for that
parameter and can be automatically produced by processing the values ranges
associated to the presence points. In particular, the trapezoid is traced on 4
values called minimum, preferred minimum, preferred maximum and maximum.
These values are calculated, for each parameter, by a rule-based procedure [12]
using percentiles of the values observed at the presence points. In some cases the
trapezoid can be manually traced by a biologist. The probabilities are produced
by multiplying the values of the functions at a certain 0.5 degrees cell in the
oceans. Aquamaps presents mechanistic assumptions combined with automatic
estimation of parameters values. After the model projection, a scientist can re-
view a map by manually changing the trapezoidal curves or by modifying the
values in the produced distribution table. Aquamaps is a reference algorithm
for marine species distribution modeling, as it gains high performances if com-
pared to other purely automatic procedures [6]. For such reason we used it for
simulating the point of view of another biologist in our method.

2.2 Features Analysis: PCA and HRS

Features analysis is crucial in ENM. A preliminary processing of the features
vectors constituting the training set could highlight useless features or could
evaluate the potential robustness of the models to produce. One of the most
used techniques is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [10] a mathemat-
ical procedure that aims to reduce the number of dimensions of the features



space. PCA uses an orthogonal transformation in the features space for produc-
ing independent variables called principal components. This transformation can
be useful for investigating the correlations among the environmental features
used in ENM. Adding more dependent variables, in fact, usually does not result
in better models. PCA is not specific to biological applications, but other topic-
oriented transformations can rely on it. The Habitat Representativeness Score
(HRS) [14] is an algorithm based on PCA that applies to marine species environ-
mental features. It measures how much representative sampled habitats are for a
certain area of study. HRS has been used for assessing the minimum number of
surveys on a study area that are needed to cover a good heterogeneity of species
habitat variables. HRS can be applied to two datasets of environmental features,
one representing a sampled area and the other a geographical region of interest.
A score is produced for each feature, ranging from 0 to 2, with 2 representing
completely non-overlapping distributions of values. The lower the HRS the more
similar data obtained from a survey to the study area. In this paper we show how
HRS can be useful for investigating the robustness of trained models. We applied
HRS for assessing how much the features associated to species occurrence points
represent a projection area.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology aims to assist biologists in the evaluation of their
manually created maps. The basic assumption is that biologists use their ex-
pert knowledge about the species spatial distribution and environmental pref-
erences. This knowledge could be general or specific about some place in which
the species lives. In the case of local knowledge it could be that the training
set of a model contains indications about a disjoint location. In this case, the
biologist and the automatic system start from different assumptions, referring to
completely dissimilar environments. This can be generalized by considering the
expert knowledge and the automatic system’s training set as two sets of multi-
dimensional points, where each dimension refers to a separate environmental
feature. This leads to one of the following: (i) the biologist’s knowledge includes
the training set, (ii) the biologist’s knowledge and the training set are disjoint,
(iii) the biologist’s knowledge is completely included in the training set.

The first part of our methodology aims to suggest to biologists in which of
these cases the reviewed map could fall. For such aim, they could follow these 6
steps:

1. produce an Aquamaps distribution for the species;
2. review the distribution and produce a reviewed map;
3. variate the training set of a Feed Forward Neural Network in order to simu-

late a spot knowledge or a wide knowledge about the species. Take the best
performing network topology in each case;

4. perform a numeric comparison between the reviewed map and the Neural
Network maps;

5. use a statistical quality analysis for evaluating similarities among the maps;



Fig. 1. Manually reviewed Aquamaps distribution for the Basking Shark taken from
the AquaMaps website [2].

6. compare the maps with the Aquamaps distribution as this was the opinion
of another biologist.

The second part of the proposed methodology then assesses the reliability of
the automatic maps. In order to produce a robust model, the training set has to
cover the projection area in terms of the variations in the environmental features
values. For example if a Neural Network was trained on a partial set of knowledge
(e.g. some points in the Mediterranean sea) but must be projected on a totally
different environment (e.g. the Arctic Ocean), then its performances are likely
to be unreliable. If a biologist finds the reviewed map to be similar to a possibly
unreliable map then he/she might consider to revise it. The final steps in our
method can be resumed as follows:

1. apply the HRS to the training sets used for the Neural Networks respect to
the projection area;

2. evaluate, numerically, which is the most representative training set;
3. consider the reliability of the reviewed map by looking at the nearest correla-

tive map, the representativeness of its training set and the simulated opinion
of another expert.

In the next subsection we show a use case in which the described methodology
has been applied to a manually created map for the Basking Shark.

3.1 Use Case

We performed an experiment on the Basking Shark (Cetorhinus maximus) ma-
rine species starting from the manually created map reported in figure 1. The
AquaMaps website [2] provides (i) 449 occurrence points, (ii) a manually re-
viewed map and (iii) a map generated by the Aquamaps Suitable algorithm
[12]. We used the Aquamaps Suitable distribution as a reference to simulate
the opinion of another biologist. Figure 2 depicts the presence data distribution
(Presences set), while figure 3 depicts the Aquamaps Suitable distribution. The
maps illustrate that the Aquamaps and the reviewed map are very different.



Fig. 2. Presence points for the Basking Shark, provided by Fish-Base [3] and AquaMaps
[2].

Fig. 3. Aquamaps Suitable range for the Basking Shark.

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

NN Dense 64% 96% 33%

NN Sparse 72% 49% 95%
Table 1. Performances of the Neural Networks trained on Dense and Sparse Absences.

Following the approach described in Section 3, we trained a Feed Forward
Neural Network with the same environmental information used by the Aquamaps
Suitable algorithm. The inputs were vectors of 10 real numbers reporting (for
0.5 degrees oceans cells): the minimum, maximum and mean depth, the mean
annual water values for salinity, bottom salinity, surface temperature, bottom
temperature, primary production, distance from land and sea ice concentration.
Thus, the network had 10 input neurons and 1 output neuron, returning real
numbers ranging from 0 to 1. Hidden layers were necessary because the function
to be simulated by the network was not linear.

We decided to simulate two variations in the knowledge about the species, by
selecting two sets of 449 absence points: (i) a Dense Absences set, where absence
points were close together, (ii) a Sparse Absences set, where absence points were



Fig. 4. Dense and Sparse Absences sets for the Basking Shark.

widely distributed in the oceans. Figure 4 shows the Dense Absences set (left)
and the Sparse Absences set (right). Absence points were necessary because in
our case Neural Networks required both positive and negative cases. We chose
to variate the absence points sets because presence points are usually reliable
information. Reliable absences are much more difficult to find, and it is likely that
biologists rely on undocumented knowledge about them. Absence points were
not available for the Basking Shark on [2], thus we used the reviewed map for
generating them. We took locations with probability lower than 0.1 and higher
than 0 to simulate places where the Basking Shark has very low probability of
occurrence. We trained a Feed Forward Neural Network on the Presences and
Dense Absences sets (NN-Dense), and another one on the Presences and Sparse
Absences sets (NN-Sparse). In the training sessions we changed the number of
hidden layers and of neurons in each layer. We adopted a growing approach,
in which we added neurons and layers as far as the performances on the test
set increased. Eventually we took the best performing topologies. We wanted
the evaluation to be independent on other maps, therefore we used the 80%
of the points for training and 20% for testing. The sets were not overlapping
and the best performing model was chosen on the basis of the accuracy on the
test set. The best NN-Dense model had 2 hidden layers with 100 neurons in
the first layer and 2 neurons in the second, while the best NN-Sparse model
had 1 hidden layer with 300 neurons. Table 1 reports the performances of the
two models. The accuracy indicates the correct classification rate, the sensitivity
the true positives fraction and the specificity the true negatives fraction. The
accuracies are comparable, but while the NN-Dense model fits better to true
positive classifications, the NN-Sparse prefers true negative classifications.

Figure 5 depicts the NN-Dense model projected on the world oceans, while
figure 6 shows the map by the NN-Sparse model. The NN-Dense projection is
widespread while the NN-Sparse one seems more similar to the Aquamaps Suit-
able distribution. We evaluated the similarities among the maps by considering
as true positives the points in which the reviewed map reported at least a 0.8
probability and as true negatives the less than 0.1 probability points. The accu-
racy of NN-Dense respect to the reviewed map was 96.08% while NN-Sparse
gained 66.75%. Taking the Aquamaps Suitable map as reference, NN-Dense
gained 82.41% while NN-Sparse gained 93.71%. This evaluation can indicate
that the NN-Dense model is more similar to the reviewed map while NN-Sparse
is more similar to the Aquamaps Suitable map. For biologists this can be crucial
information. The method indicates that the reviewed map is similar to another



Fig. 5. Neural Network Dense model projected on the world oceans.

Fig. 6. Neural Network Sparse model projected on the world oceans.

HRS on world oceans

Presences + Dense Absences 4.49

Presences + Sparse Absences 3.39
Table 2. Overall Habitat Representativeness Score between the projecting area and
the training sets.

one generated by an automatic model that uses only limited and local knowl-
edge. A wider knowledge is instead in agreement with an expert system (the
Aquamaps Suitable distribution). At this point the biologists choose if the re-
viewed map has to be revised or if both the expert and the automatic systems
are wrong.

As second step, we applied the Habitat Representativeness Score (HRS) tech-
nique between the projected area and the presences and absences sets. An overall
score was calculated by summing the HRS scores of the involved features. This is
different respect to the original procedure. In [14] the author suggests to weigh
each score by the inverse of the eigenvalues of the PCA transformation. We
avoided this inverse weighting because in our case (i) the eigenvalues depended
on the ordering of the vectors used for calculating the PCA, (ii) we kept all the



principal components, because we considered all the features as independent and
equally important, (iii) the HRS scores of the parameters were commensurable
and an inverse weighting would have given too much importance to less variable
dimensions. Table 2 reports the overall HRS of the projection area respect to
two combinations of points. As we used 10 environmental features, the maxi-
mum (worst) HRS was 20, and the minimum (best) was 0. The combination of
Presences and Sparse Absences offer the best performances but according to [14]
the score is still high. The maps generated by the Neural Networks might not be
robust because the training set does not represent the projection area. On the
other side this does not mean they are performing badly, as the scores on the
test sets are not low (table 1). At this point the technique offers a more complete
scenario about the review: the manual map is similar to a map trained on a local
knowledge which is not robust. Furthermore a simulated expert opinion agrees
on using a wider knowledge. It is then on the biologists’ side the decision to
revise or to confirm the reviewed map.

4 Conclusions

We have described a method for using automatic techniques to evaluate a man-
ually reviewed map for a species distribution. The method aims at scientists
who want additional tools to revise their maps. We used Feed Forward Neural
Networks to simulate different scenarios and calculated the similarity between
the processed and the manual maps. By highlighting the similarities a biologist
can quickly notice inconsistencies in the manually reviewed map. Furthermore,
we used an expert system to simulate the point of view of another scientist that
could be taken into account. Finally, by using a PCA based technique we eval-
uated the reliability of the automatic models by indicating the completeness of
the training set. In the Basking Shark experimental case, we demonstrated that
the reviewed map was similar to a map trained on a local knowledge and gen-
erated by an incomplete training set. Furthermore, by using a more distributed
training set with the same dimension, the resulting map was more similar to
an expert system’s one. This methodology has been adopted in the i-Marine
project [1] and is currently used on its stored data sources. Our future activity
will concentrate on analyzing the application of our methodology by real users in
order to collect more examples and to extend it. Feed Forward Neural Networks
may be substituted by better performing models [7] or by presence points-based
models [18]. Moreover, the current approach can be combined with additional
analytical techniques that can reveal further qualitative information about the
feature set, and thus improve the reliability of the maps.
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